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This comprehensive text fills a huge void in the field! Romel W. Mackelprang and Richard O.

Salsgiver introduce an empowerment approach to working with persons with disabilities -- a

direction that lights the way for human service workers and provides clients with greater

independence and resilience. The authors are ardent in their desire to empower persons with

disabilities by building on their strengths. This comprehensive book features a ground-breaking,

strengths-based approach that fills a void in the available material on this topic, and thoroughly

prepares helpers to work successfully with persons who have disabilities.
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The idea for the book is an excellent one. This is a comprehensive, important, impressive and much

needed volume. It has assembled in a single source much of the information needed by human

service practitioners working with people with disability. It also provides the practitioner with a

sociopolitical perspective on disability that supports the identification of points of intervention and

targets for change outside of the person with disabilities in ways that can significantly improve the

quality of their lives. --Anonymous ReviewYes, Yes, Yes, I am eager to see this book

published!&#x85; This book meets many of my needs, in a niche that I have found empty. . . the

authors cover many good topics and have the right focus and depth. I am excited about this book.

--Student ReviewYes, Yes, Yes, I am eager to see this book published!&#x85; This book meets

many of my needs, in a niche that I have found empty. . . the authors cover many good topics and



have the right focus and depth. I am excited about this book. --Student ReviewYes, Yes, Yes, I am

eager to see this book published!&#x85; This book meets many of my needs, in a niche that I have

found empty. . . the authors cover many good topics and have the right focus and depth. I am

excited about this book. --Student Review

Romel W. Mackelprang (DSW, MSW, University of Utah) is the director of the Center for Disability

Studies and Universal Access at Eastern Washington University where he has been a social work

professor since 1987. Active in disability rights since 1980, he continues to be involved in the

independent living movement. He is committed to inclusive policies in which disability is considered

integral to diversity in society.Richard O. Salsgiver (PhD, Carnegie-Mellon University) teaches both

Social Work and Rehabilitation at California State University, Fresno. Born with cerebral palsy, he

has dedicated his academic career to research and teaching concerning issues around disability

and the American culture. His philosophy concerning disability comes out of The Independent Living

Movement where he played a key role along with leaders including Judy Heumann, Ed Roberts,

June Kailes, and Brenda Premo.

I know there's really no need to review this, since teachers typically don't negotiate on textbook

requirements, but I actually really enjoyed this. A lot of text books are absurdly wordy, and just try

use overly complicated terms to seem more collegiate, but this book is really for everyone, and

everyone should read it. If you've ever looked at someone disabled and felt sorry for them, used the

term "able-bodied", or thought "my life would be over if I had to use a wheelchair etc" then you need

to read this book. The horrible treatment and stereotypes surrounding people with disabilities has

certainly lessened recently, but they haven't disappeared by any means. Particularly when it comes

to mental health disabilities.The personal stories are really well written, explanations of the different

cultures are really good to have (best way not to offend anyone), and it really puts disabilities in

perspective. This book isn't "preachy" like a lot of books that deal with these sorts of issues, it's

honest, realistic, and has some wonderful information that everyone should learn.

Great savings but when it arrived some of the first few pages were not attached. Its a paperback

and it's bound to happen over time. Will definitely rent my books next semester because it saved me

tons of money!

I felt the information provided me with a lot of insight on the stigmas that affect the many disabled



people, but it also provided me with knowledge of how many movements have actually cared

enough to step up to the plate and let it be known that they are people too.

I received the book in a timely manner. The book overall does not provide a lot of information, but it

is used to compliment another textbook so I got to spend twice as much.

I would like to say that I received my book order faster than I thought. I had no problems with my

transaction. The only reason why I gave them a 3 star is because the book was supposed to be in

good condition. The book has writing and words circled and underlined in pen through out.

Required reading for a class on disabilities. informative but dry and not a good read. Personal

stories make an interesting read but otherwise, just a text book.

I had to use this for my Psych of Disability class and I really enjoyed this book as well as the

formatting.

Sad but important to know because it is a topic people avoid.
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